
You Can Do Somet hing

about the "w hether II

by ALPHONSAS A. BARAUSKAS, Avalon and Avalon Lakes Golf Course, Warren, Ohio

Weather" has always been a popular topic of
conversation and it probably will remain so
until control of the elements is a matter of
routine.

Now to a golf course superintendent the
weather is not just a topic of conversation, but
his master, his servant or his downfall. We
cannot control the weather at this time, but
thanks to radar, weather satellites and weather
bureau organization, we can receive reliable and
timely information relative to climatic con-
ditions. We must build our daily turf manage-
ment routines on this information, and marshal
our labor forces and equipment to accomplish
what has to be done within the time allotted us.

So our plans are laid out, the men are
ready, the materials are provided and off we go
on to the golf course with a variety of tools and
equipment designed to minimize the time fac-
tor in competing with the elements and the
creditors by accomplishing turf management
procedure in the shortest time possible.

All will go well if you can depend on the
"whether." No, not the weather we originally
mentioned, but the whether-whether your
equipment will start, whether it will operate
long-enough to complete the task. It is this
whether that we can and must do something
about!

The key lies in an effective preventive
maintenance program. This applies to all golf
courses. In order to produce excellent turf
conditions within limited budgets and soaring
labor costs, the reliance on time- and labor-
saving machines continues to grow. As your
equipment inventories expand, so does the need
for an effective preventive maintenance pro-
gram.

We at the Avalon and Avalon Lakes Golf
Course have initiated such a program. Though
this 36-hole golf course is maintained with
equipment whose cost exceeds $125,000, the
need for a preventive maintenance system is
applicable to all golf courses regardless of the
amount of equipment they may own.

Having equipment ready when it is needed
is very important to the golf course super-
intendent, because it contributes to the pro-
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ducing and maintaining of a well-groomed golf
course. In addition, the saving of dollars
realized by the reduction of the total cost per
acre in maintaining a golf course must always
be uppermost in the superintendent's mind. He
should always remember that every $10 saved
by more efficient maintenance or repairs to his
equipment is the equivalent of $100 collected
in green fees. (For this is $10 essentially
converted into profit versus $100 of gross
income required to achieve the same.)

In a discussion between Alexander Radko
of the USGA Green Section and Robert D.
Cochran, our green committee chairman, Mr.
Radko mentioned that the Green Section had
tried on many occasions to determine the
average cost for mowing 1,000 square feet of
green putting surface; the cost of raking 1,000
square feet of sand; the cost of mowing one
acre of fai rway, etc. Actually, it was th is brief
contact that encouraged us on the quality of
our system of records. This system will not
only answer those questions, but also can
determine that cost of maintaining your green
by individual process, or all the processes
ranging from mowing to changing cups, from
spraying to fertilizing, or any and all the other
functions you may feel important to your
overall golf course management and cost
accounting.

Mr. Radko was not seeking this informa-
tion just to make conversation but becausehe
realized that in order to alleviate the high cost
relative to golf course operation you must
stretch your budget dollar. By keeping records
you can justify the expenditures you are
making, but should the inevitable budget cuts
occur, you have the information at hand to
show the committee how the proposed cut in
funds will affect your operation in terms of
trees not trimmed, drainage trenches not dug,
water systems not repaired and labor-saving
equipment not purchased.

The Preventive Maintenance Program
The key factor in any maintenance pro-

gram is the operator, not the mechanic. It is the
operator who detects in time a mechanical
problem so that a mechanic can correct minor
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Figure 1. The Maintenance
Control Board shows at a
glance the status of equip-
ment at the Avalon and Ava-
lon Lakes Golf Course. Super-
intendent Dean Peterson uses
this board during conferences
with his assistant supervisors,
John Setak (right) and Rob-
ert Mizike (center).

failures before expensive and more time-
consuming replacements are required. Proper
operation and use of equipment is as important
a part of preventive maintenance as the
scheduled service recommended by factory
engineers in their service manuals.

Putting these last few paragraphs together
we have the basic definition of preventive
maintenance; the systematic care, inspection
and servicing of equipment and detecting and
correcting minor failures before expensive re-
placement and more time-consuming repairs are
required.

To insure that all important parts of the
equipment are checked thoroughly, two types
of maintenance service are required. The first is
performed by the operator each day prior to,
during, and after operating his equipment.
Second is the scheduled services performed by a
mechanic. This service is basically that recom-
mended by factory engineers, and the ex-
perience factor relative to your own specific use
of the equipment and information gathered
from past equipment utilization and repair
records.

In order to have a scheduled preventive
maintenance program, a system of records must
be used that provides the necessary information
to schedule equipment for service with the least
possible interference with the turf management
operation. The preventive maintenance program
is based upon the hours accumulated by each
item of equipment. Use of equipment will
differ among golf courses, but if records are
being kept, the hours accumulated will be a
guide to other requirements that cannot be
found in maintenance manuals. An example of
this is in the establishing data for projecting
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your lapping and sharpening requirements and
bed-knife replacements, as well as your spare
parts stockage objective. So it is obvious that in
order to have any projected preventive mainten-
ance program, a system of records is essential.

The Record System
The smooth operation of any maintenance

system depends upon the understanding and
completion of certain forms and records plus
the availability of all pertinent operator, main-
tenance and parts manuals. These forms, re-
cords and maintenance manuals provide uni-
form procedures for the control, operation and
maintenance of equipment. In addition, it also
provides a means for gathering cost data to
justify expenditures, as well as to evaluate
equipment. (This is precisely the information
that the green comm ittee and board of trustees
want to know.)

Though your golf course may have a
variety of equipment, the system followed at
the Avalon and Avalon Lakes Golf Course can
be used for all equipment, regardless of the
variety or amount.

The information required by these forms is
provided by the operator and the mechanic,
with information recorded and analyzed by the
green superintendent, who recapitulates certain
entries to condense data for committee, budget
and progress meetings. These records also pro-
vide a consolidated daily record of all items of
equipment used in each of the turf management
and golf course maintenance areas. Interestingly
enough, although the system consists of five
basic forms, the majority of the key infor-
mation is provided by the operator and the
mechanic-information that takes just a minute
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or two to record will provide pieces to a large
picture puzzle-a picture that is completed by
one complete season or annual cycle. (See log
and record charts).

The foundation of this record system is
basedupon the Employee's Daily Operation and
Maintenance Log. It is here that the worker
enters the basic elements of information re-
quired for this record system.

The Monthly Labor Utilization and the
Monthly Equipment Utilization forms con-
solidate all the daily totals of labor and
equipment hours used in performing specific
tasks, and reflect the daily totals to come up
with the monthly totals.

The Annual Labor Utilization and the
Annual Equipment Utilization forms reflect all
the monthly totals gathered from the monthly
forms and show the annual total of labor and
equipment hours, as well as each specific area
where labor and equipment were utilized and
the processesthat were performed.

The annual forms are the simplest to
complete and the most indicative of your
overall golf course operation. You can tell at a
glance when you have fertilized or sprayed,
watered or aerified, together with a man hour
figure that tells you the cost of any specific
operation, or the equipment used in performing
these tasks.

The preventive maintenance requirements
are geared to this information gathered from
these forms. This data that indicated the total
hours of operation for each item of equipment
enables the superintendent to forecast engine
overhaul requirements and specific schedule
maintenance in accordance with factory recom-
mendations, as well as your projected equip-
ment replacement program.

It also enables you to review items of
equipment that have not been used to deter-
mine if the lack of hours was due to lengthy
down-time, or becauseof an inferior product or
a changeof requirements.

Those items that show a high usagefactor
may warrant the purchase of a more efficient
machine that may pay for itself due to lessman
hours utilized in accomplishing the same task.

The seasonal needs and usage of specific
equipment are apparent, and this information is
used to schedule equipment for scheduled
maintenance, and also when these items can be
serviced for storage to prevent deterioration
because of idle equipment. The frequency of
use determines the frequency and type of
serviceyour equipment should receive.

The Annual Labor Utilization together
with the Annual Equipment forms provide a
composite picture record of your complete
operation. It is a tool that you can use to
convince your green committee in any area
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where they may need convincing. Our green
committee chairman showed his confidence in
our judgment by authorizing the purchase of a
triplex for greens mowing. Initially we
speculated on this new labor saving machine,
but now our records attest to the wisdom of his
decision by showing the man-hours saved.

At Avalon and Avalon Lakes we can read
the weather from the Annual Equipment
Utilization forms. When our lift-pump is used
to lower the lake level, it shows that we had
rain. When the irrigation equipment is recorded,
it shows the need for offsetting a dry spell.
These items of information are interesting and
useful, but the basic document that feeds the
information to this form, the Operator's Daily
Operation and Maintenance Log is the founda-
tion of the entire record and maintenance
system. It is here that we deal with the most
important and critical element of any main-
tenance program-the operator and his equip-
ment.

It is here that the superintendent can check
for work progress and problem areas. He can
tell whether the employee was or was not
working efficiently. He can also see if the
mechanics have responded to the mechanical
difficulties noted. It assignsdirect responsibility
for your equipment to the operator and
minimizes unreported maintenance problems. If
used properly, it will assistyou greatly in doing
something about the "whether"-whether you
will be ready to go when conditions warrant.

The Employee's Daily Log is the only form
that requires explanation to the employee.
Actually, there is only one column that requires
any real explanation and that is the "Job Code"
column. In order to identify a specific job, a
job code number has been assigned.A four digit
number is used. The first two digits are assigned
to specific areas. We have assignednumbers in
order of priorities and frequency of use. Ex-
ample-the name of the golf game is "greens"
so the area of greens has been assigned "01."
The process performed with the greatest
frequency is mowing, cutting and trimming, so
this process has also been assigned "01." The
combination of both numbers makesup the job
code. 0101 denotes that the greens have been
mowed; 0103-changing cups on the green;
0105-watering greens, etc. The system is best
understood by looking at the job identification
list. The Job Code Identification List is posted
in an area that the employees use for record-
ing equipment usedand work performed.

To give the system additional flexibility, a
double "DO" is provided so the employee may
add in the "remarks" column any area or
process not listed. This enables the super-
intendent to add, if he deems necessary, the
new process or area noted. All other columns
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Figure 2. Superintendent
Dean Peterson (left) explain-
ing to the Green Committee
Chairman Robert Cochran,
the job numbering system.
Basically it is a four digit
numbering system. The first
two digits denote the area of
operation, the last two digits
denote the job performed.

on this basic form are self explanatory. The
mechanic who makes repairs or adjustments
required adds his "OK" in the same "Remarks"
column where the operator recorded his com-
plaint.

By referring to the log and records charts,
we can further see that with the exception of
the Employee's Daily Operation and Main-
tenance form, the remaining four forms deal
with just two columns. The Monthly Labor
Utilization and the Annual Labor Utilization
deal with job numbers and total hours of labor.
The Monthly Equipment Utilization and the
Annual Equipment Utilization forms deal with
equipment number and total hours of equip-
ment operation.

In addition to the operational monitoring
and maintenance data, this record system can
show facts that may warrant the use of the
services of turf tool rental companies or fran-
chised spray service companies or even heli-
copter spray services. After reviewing your
Annual Equipment Utilization form you may
consider rental equipment asan answer to your
needs at a substantial savings in costs, particu-
larly with respect to equipment that is used
infrequently.This equipment is expensive, not
only in initial cash outlay, insurance and
interest, but it also takes up valuable space in
your maintencance building during the periods
when it is not in use.

We must constantly evaluate the effective-
ness of the equipment we use in golf course
maintenance, for today's newest design is
tomorrow's obsolesc~nce. By reviewing your
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equipment records you will find a great deal of
your special equipment will fall into the
category of "seldom used." Your records,
together with your turf management require-
ments, will help you decide if ownership is
really economical. (Sometimes rental cost of
equipment is less than the interest cost of the
funds required to make purchases of certain
specialized, seldom-used equipment.)

If the services of equipment rental com-
panies are not at hand and you must maintain a
large fleet of equipment, you may consider
offering your own equipment rental service.
Always keep in mind that your own turf
maintenance requirements have priority.

The golf course superintendent is re-
sponsible for many areas, but the old cliche still
holds that a golf course superintendent does
not supervise golf courses, he supervisespeople!
Yes, people who work with a variety of
equipment to perform many functions that,
hopefully, assist him in presenting a golf course
that is well-groomed.

In order to supervise your employees ef-
ficiently and monitor your over-all operation, a
preventive maintenance system and a record
system (other than those notes on pads pro-
vided by your friendly salesmen) are a must! As
a rope is made strong by weaving and intertwin-
ing a series of individual strands, so the weaving
and intertwining of your preventive mainten-
ance, record system, and personal supervision
gives your overall operation strength and ef-
ficiency. You see, you can do something about
the "whether."
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EMPLOYEE'S DAIL Y OPERATlON AND MAINTENANCE LOG

,P.)

GOLF COURSE DATE 7 cT~
rnsPECT EQUIPMmr PRIOR TO USE

EMPLOYEE'S DAILY OPERATIOO AND MAINIENANCE too

SERVICE EQJIPMENl' PRIOR 'ID SECURING.

Co~

I81ly
Total
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MONTHL Y LABOR UTILIZA TlON RECORD
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MONTHL Y EQUIPMENT UTILIZA TlON RECORD
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